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MyMedV powered by MdDAO is Reimagining the
Future of Healthcare, in the Metaverse.

Aspiration: The healthcare industry is faced with important challenges, including the lack of health
equity for all, health access (healthcare is delivered in silos), and cost of delivery which encompass
paying for large infrastructure, rent, and so much more. The time is right to leverage the metaverse
to reimagine healthcare's blueprint for services and access.

It is time to bring a “human focus” back to healthcare, in the metaverse!

Project's Pillars:
Initiating crowdsourcing of ideas and technology to define a new healthcare blueprint. MDDAO
is a decentralized autonomous organization (only the second created in the USA) formed to
harness the insight and imagination of communities. Through MDDAO NFT memberships,
consumers, medical professionals, and wellness allies come together to define how we
experience healthcare & wellness from the floor up. Which services and how they are delivered
will be defined by the MDDAO community. MyMedV will translate it into a medical metaverse,
with the most human-like experience.
MDDAO's role is to harness the power of the community MyMedV metaverse will be a springboard of change and innovation.

Trusting science and technology, using the philosophy of decentralized development for
innovative & secure solutions - Formulating a highly secure platform that can level the playing
field and inspire true innovation, engagement, and health ownership. Working with world-class
technology experts, scientists, and renowned tech companies to imagine a Medical metaverse
that will host organizations and services. Further technology advancement is brought by
decentralizing solution developments, like the apps for smartphones.

MyMedV powered by MDDAO is the ecosystem that enables and enhances
technology value, application & secure integration
Believing in community, equality - inclusion, and creating wealth through health - Issuing a
MedV token to promote preventive care, healthy choices, and active lifestyles, consumers can
now build "Wealth through Health". This initiative has the potential to positively influence health
outcomes while offloading crowded hospitals and healthcare facilities. Aligning the consumer
and the medical community towards a true wellness partnership.
As a symbol of health ownership & equality:

7.9B tokens will be released at launch - representing the world's population.

Collaborative Environment
Collaborative Partnerships, translated into a MyMedV metaverse ecosystem will become greater
than the sum of their parts. Some of the world's best technology partners are already on board, and
new ones will be introduced as the community expresses ideas and expose innovative solutions.
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A Strong Start
Media coverage and partners. from Nouslogic, Magniant, Web3X Dev. Group, Harvard, UCI, USC,
Cavrnus, and 247 HS, to name a few, MDDAO received strong support from both media and founding
partners. More partners will be added as needed.
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